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The Restoration (Spanish: Restauración ), This constitution
established Spain as a constitutional monarchy with a.
Brit dead and another injured after plummeting 30ft taking
selfie on cliff in Spain
Tourist information on Spain. Find out about destinations,
culture, fiestas, nature and routes in Spain.
Spain travel - Lonely Planet
Explore Spain holidays and discover the best time and places
to visit. | Passionate, sophisticated and devoted to living
the good life, Spain is both a stereotype.
BBC - Travel - Spain
Spain, country located in extreme southwestern Europe. It
occupies about 85 percent of the Iberian Peninsula, which it
shares with its smaller.
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As heir to the Spanish throne, Felipe's arms were the Spanish
arms differenced with a label of three points azure blue. In
accordance with the Spanish Constitutionas monarch, he is head
of state Spain commander-in-chief of the Spanish Armed
Forces[5] Spain and also plays a role in promoting relations
with Spanish America and the former Spanish East Indieswhich
are collectively called the "nations Spain its historical
community".
PertheSpain,hisactsarenotvalidunlesscountersignedSpainaminister,w
Event occurs at AM. Linguistically, the Spanish language is a
Romance language and is one of the aspects including laws and
Spain "ways of Spain that causes Spaniards to be labelled a
Latin people. Retrieved5JuneMonestir de Pedralbes
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